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Pursuant to Rule 222 of the SE C's Rules of Practice and tl!e Order on the Issues
ofJmisdiction and Scheduling_ dated October 20. 201 --1. NYSE Area respectfull y submits this
prehearing brief For tbe reasons discussed herein _and in light o f the evidence NYSE Area wi ll
present at the heming, the SIFMA App lication should be dismissed.

PRELII\IIl\ARY

STATE~IE~T 1

The SEC tasked this Tribunal wit h making an init ial detennination as to whether
the AJ·caBook Filing, which set fees for the ArcaBook real-t ime depth-of-book proprietary
mru·ket data product , should be vac:1ted. Tl!e issue for decision is whether NYSE AJ·ca was
subject to significan t competitive constraints in pricing .--\rcaBook. Ne!Conlilion v_ SEC, 615
F.3d 525. 54 1-43 (D .C. C ir. 20 10): 2014 Proceclmes Order (Ex. 3) at 5-6. TI1e evidence will
sllow that it was and is:
•

T he DOJ, the ptimmy enforcer of fede ral antitmst law. has on t\vo sepaTate occasions
found that there is s ignificant com petition for the sale of proprietaty market dHta .
products.

•

SIFMA concedes tllHt market data and trade exec ution serv ices are "joint products."
and NYSE Area w ill demonstrate that intense platfonu competition imposes
constraints on the pricing of propri et ~uy market da ta products.

•

There is a linkage between order flow and market data s uch tllat the intense
competition for order flow (which SIFT\ !A. concedes exists) constrains prices for
market data. NetConlilion I , 6 15 F .3d at 543 -4--1: 2014 Procedures Order (Ex. 3) at 5
6. This fact will be established tlu·ough NYSE .-\.rca's expert tes timony and direct
evidence that SIFMA members tbemse lYes belie\·e in. understand. and seek to
this linka
iust the Exc

•

TI1ere are altematives to purchasing depth-o f-book da ta_ Remarkably. SIFMA has
not offered a single piece o f evidence related to tbe acrua l behavior of traders -the

NYSE Area incotporates and preserves fo r furth er review all argtm1ents NYSE Area
made in the briefmg that preceded tbe 20 14 Procedm es Order (Ex. 3) and Your Honor's
October 20. 2014 order. Amoug other object ions. iYSE Area preserves its objections
tha t SIFMA lacks stand ing and that the SIF Ir\ Application was properly and timely
brougllt as a denial of access proceeding.
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very entities it purports to represent. NYSE Area's unrebutted evidence of trader
behavior will demonstrate that the depth-of-book products offered by other exchanoes
°
constrain the pricing of ArcaBook. NetCoalition I, 615 F.3d at 543-44; 2014
Procedures Order (Ex. 3) at 5-6.
Since NetCoalition I was briefed and argued, SIFMA has advocated that the
Exchanges should be required to give proprietary market data away for free. SIFMA lost that
battle: The D.C. Circuit and the Commission hold that NYSE Area is entitled to sell ArcaBook
and cannot be compelled to give it away for free. Yet SIFMA wants the SEC to set aside the fee
set by NYSE Area under the constraints imposed by the markets, effectively turning the SEC
into a permanent market data rate-maker. But SIFMA's submissions offer no affirmative
position on what tees should be charged or even how that question might be approached.
SIFMA ·s silence makes clear that what SIFMA really wants is for Exchanges to be on perpetual
hold with respect to what they can charge for depth-of-book data-a position designed to
enhance the revenues ofSIFMA's members who operate exchanges, dark pools, and ATSs that
directly compete with the Exchanges for order flow and profit from the redistribution of the
Exchanges· market data-at the Exchanges' expense.
SIFMA's proffered experts take this concept even further. suggesting that the
Exchanges should be offering consolidated depth-of-book data. In other words, SIFMA ·s
experts argue that not only should the Commission set prices for proprietary market data
products, but that it should also decide what products the Exchanges are required to offer. But
the Exchange Act is designed to provide ''greater flexibility for market forces to determine data
products and fees.'· ArcaBook Approval Order (Ex. 46) at 45. SIFMA 's argument is a direct
attack on that statutory scheme and should be rejected.
Because NYSE Area was subject to significant competitive constraints when it set
the pricing for ArcaBook, Your Honor should recommend dismissing the SIFMA Application.
2
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PROCEDURAL HISTORY
On May 23, 2006, NYSE Area filed with the Commission the 2006 NYSE Area
Rule Change~ which proposed a fee for access to ArcaBook. On October 12, 2006, the
Commission, pursuant to delegated authority, issued an order approving the proposed rule
2

change. In approving the rule change, the Commission determined that it was consistent with
the Exchange Act. See October 2006 Approval Order at I 0.
SIFMA and NetCoalition (a technology lobby group) petitioned the full
Commission to review that order. The Commission did so, and approved the fees a second time.
See ArcaBook Approval Order (Ex. 46). Evaluating the proposed fees under a "market-based"
approach, the Commission determined that NYSE Area is subject to significant competitive
forces, including NYSE Arca·s need to attract order flow fi·om market participants and the
availability to market participants of alternatives to purchasing the ArcaBook data.
NetCoalition and SIFMA filed a petition to review the ArcaBook Approval Order
in the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit. On review, the D.C.
Circuit upheld the market-based approach the Commission used, finding it fully consistent with
the Exchange Act and determining that the Commission was not required to assess the proposed
fees using a cost-based approach. NetCoalition I, 615 F.3d at 535, 537. The D.C. Circuit
nonetheless vacated the ArcaBook Approval Order-not because it determined that the fees were
unreasonable, but because the court found that the record lacked adequate support for the SEC's
conclusion that competition between exchanges for order flow constrains market data prices. /d.
at 539-41. The court also found that the SEC provided insufficient evidence to establish that
NYSE Area was not permitted to charge for ArcaBook until the 2006 NYSE Area Rule
Change was approved by the SEC. Until then, it provided ArcaBook for fi·ee .
...

.)
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traders would in fact switch to any of the alternatives the SEC had identified as potential
substitutes. /d. at 542-44. Accordingly. the D.C. Circuit was ··unable to perform [its] APA
review on the record before [it]," and remanded to the SEC for further proceedings. Id at 544.
In July 2010, just before the D.C. Circuit issued Net('oalition I. Congress enacted
the Dodd-Frank Act, which changed the approval process for rules setting market data fees.
Under the Dodd-Frank Act, such rule changes now "'take effect upon filing with the
Commission" if designated by an exchange as immediately effective. 15 U.S.C. § 78s(b)(3)(A).
Accordingly, in November 20 I 0, NYSE Area filed the Area Book Filing to set fees for
ArcaBook, and the filing became effective immediately. After the Commission declined to
suspend the ArcaBook Filing, SIFMA and NetCoalition again sought review in the D.C. Circuit.

NetCoalition v. SEC, 715 F.3d 342 (D.C. Cir. 2013). The D.C. Circuit dismissed the appeal,
holding that the Commission's failure to suspend the ArcaBook Filing ":as not reviewable under
Section 19(b)(3)(C).3
SIFMA then filed an application for review of the ArcaBook Filing, claiming that
the fees constitute a denial of access pursuant to Section 19(d) ofthe Exchange Act."' On May
16, 2014, the Commission issued the 2014 Procedures Order that, inter alia. referred the case to
Your Honor to '"hold a hearing addressing whether the challenged rules should be vacated under
the statutory standard set forth in Exchange Act Section 19(t) ... and after such a hearing[] issue

3

/d. at 351. The D.C. Circuit found its ruling in NetCoalilionf'·inoperative.. because the
SEC is no longer required to approve SRO fee rules bctore they become effective. But
the court stated that "[NetCoalition I] remains a controlling statement of the law as to
what sections 6 and II A of the Exchange Act require of SRO tees:· /d. at 354.

4

SIFMA Application (Ex. 2). The application relating to Area Book is one of 73
challenges to rule changes that SIFMA asserts are related to market data fees established
by NYSE Area and other market data sources.
4
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an initial decision in this matter.'' 5

FACTUAL BACKGROUND
A.

Depth-of-Book Data

Depth-of-book data provide a broader view of available liquidity than •'top-of
book.. data. Whereas ·~top-of-book .. data provide the quantities available at the best (lowest)
offer price and the best (highest) bid price. an "'exchange's depth-of-book data include the
quantity of shares available in all displayed limit orders submitted at prices away from the
market. that is. buy orders at prices equal to or less than the best available bid, and sell orders at
prices equal to or greater than the best available offer."6 Depth-of-book data "are directly
implicated in only a small share of trades (3.3o/o, according to one academic at1icle) that occurs
outside the [NBBO]. For the remaining 96.7% of trades, which occur at or within the NBBO,
depth-of-book data are not necessary:· Hendershott-Nevo Report (Ex. 65) ~ 29.
All major exchanges now sell real-time depth-of-book data feeds, generally
charging a flat access fee as well as additional fees that depend on the number and type of users
within the institution and how the institution uses the data. Id

~

30. Anyone who wants to buy

depth-of-book data can do so. and •·the pricing for depth-of-book data is uniformly applied to
similarly-situated subscribers; it is not tied (positively or negatively) to where the subscriber
routes its order flow. Thus, market participants are free to select the venues to which they route

2014 Procedures Order (Ex. 3) at 20. A challenge to Nasdaq's depth-of-book data
products \Vas consolidated with this proceeding for administrative reasons because it
concerned ·•fees for similar depth-of-book services" offered by a competing exchange.
/d. at 21. But the challenge to the ArcaBook Filing remains a separate matter. and
therefore this brief addresses only the ArcaBook Filing.

Hendershott-Nevo Report (Ex. 65) ~ 27. Traders can designate that orders sent to
exchanges be hidden. meaning they will not be displayed in a depth-of-book data feed.
An exchange's depth-of-book feed thus does not show all liquidity on even that
exchange.
5
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order flow and from which they buy market data (including depth-of-book data) based on which
venues and products provide the best value proposition for them." /d. ~ 30.
A display subscription ·"allows subscribers to view depth-of-book data on a
display device (e.g., a computer screen or a Bloomberg terminal). but does not grant subscribers
access to the underlying data for use in other applications."' /d. ~ 31. A non-display subscription
allows use of depth-of-book data in computer applications that support automated trading,
routing, and the operation of trading platforms, and its uses ~·include high-frequency and
algorithmic trading, automated order and quote generation, price referencing for algorithmic
trading or smart order routing, and even the operation of dark pools and ATSs." !d. ~ 32. Nondisplay use subscribers (which include high-frequency traders) can have a large impact on an
exchange's trading volume-they "account for a relatively large volume of orders on the
exchanges, and therefore enjoy significant bargaining power relative to the exchange operators
that supply depth-of-book data:· /d. ~ 33.

B.

Competition Between Securities Exchanges
NYSE Area is a national securities exchange registered with the SEC and is an

SRO. Competition to sell depth-of-book data is one element of a broader platform competition
between exchanges, which also includes competition in listing services, index services, other
data services, order execution services, and network and data center colocation services. !d.

~~

37-38. Exchanges are not solely. or even primarily, data vendors-NYSE Euronext's 7 market
data revenue. which includes U.S. sales of core and non-core market data products and European
Because some exchanges. such as NYSE Area. are members of a family of related
exchanges. on occasio-;, this brief refers to the families rather than individual exchanges.
For example, at the times of the fee filing at issue here, NYSE Area was an indirect
wholly-owned affiliate ofNYSE Euronext. NYSE Euronext was acquired by
Intercontinental Exchange in November 2013. When this brief refers to NYSE Area, it
means NYSE Area itself.
6
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sales of market data products, accounted for just 9o/o of total revenue annually from 2006 through
2013. /d. ~ 39, Exhibit I. Order execution services accounted for approximately two-thirds of
NYSE Euronext's revenue during the same period. !d. In 20 12~ NYSE Euronexfs revenue from
all market data products (including the sale of core data) was $348 million: this revenue was
dwarfed by almost $2.4 billion in revenue from transaction and clearing fees. !d.
Technical and regulatory changes have intensified competition among and
increased fragmentation of U.S. stock exchanges over the last decade. In terms of technology.
advances in telecommunications and computing power have dramatically reduced the cost of
entry and have made possible new methods of making markets, faster channels tor dissemination
of financial information, greater access to exchanges, improved order-routing. and algorithmic
trading. !d.

~

44. Non-exchange electronic trading platforms (ECNs) emerged in the 1990s as

alternative trading platforms for institutional investors, and many of these alternative trading
platforms (such as BATS, Direct Edge, Turquoise, and Chi-X) have gained significant market
share from incumbent exchanges. !d. In response to these technological changes, the SEC has
adopted a number of rule changes in an express effort to foster competition among trading
venues, including the Limit-order Display Rule and the "ECN amendmenC to the Quote Rule
(1996), Regulation ATS ( 1998), and Regulation NMS (2006). /d. ~~ 46, 4 7-49.
The effect of these changes has been dramatic. Existing exchanges such as NYSE
and Nasdaq face particularly fierce competition from new entrants. and the share of trading
volume ofNYSE and Nasdaq (the largest incumbent exchanges) has declined by approximately 35
points since 2007. /d.~ 50. Today approximately a dozen exchanges (including NYSE. NYSE
Area. Nasdaq and several BATS exchanges) compete with a variety of alternative trading systems
(such as dark pools) tor trades in the same securities. !d. ~ 50-51. Exhibit 2.

7
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C.

ArcaBook Filing

This proceeding concerns the ArcaBook Filing, which authorizes market data fees
for the receipt and use of ArcaBook depth-of-book market data that NYSE Area makes available.
Ex. I at I. ArcaBook provides. among other information, lists of all of the bids and offers placed
on NYSE Area, including those outside the prevailing market price, in a real-time data feed. /d.
at 2. The ArcaBook Filing continued the same access and device fees that went into effect in the
SEC's ArcaBook Approval Order. !d. at 4.
D.

Expansion Of Record In Response To Questions Asked In NetCoalition I

In 1\TetCoa/ition I. the D.C. Circuit did not evaluate the merits of either the 2006
NYSE Area Rule Chang~ ti Iing or the fees charged pursuant to it. Instead, the express holding
of NetCoalition I was based ·•on the record before [the D.C. Circuit]," and the D.C. Circuit
remanded so that the Commission could better explain the basis for its approval. NetCoalition I.
615 F.3d at 544. The ArcaBook Filing at issue here mooted that remand and is supported by a
different and much larger record than what the D.C. Circuit reviewed in NetCoa/ition I,
including concessions by SIFMA regarding several issues that were disputed in NetCoalition 1.
1.

8

The Area Book Filing Substantially Supplemented The Record

In support of the November 2010 ArcaBook Filing, NYSE Area submitted
hundreds of pages of new evidence show·ing that competition constrains the pricing for
ArcaBook. Contrary to SIFMA ·s assertion that the ArcaBook Filing disregarded NetCoalition I
and is ·'essentially the very same one.. at issue in NetCoaltionl (SIFMA Application (Ex. 2) ~ 7).

8

For example. in NetCoalition I. the D.C. Circuit did not consider the joint platform
theory. NetCoalitionl. 615 F.3d at 541 n. 16. SIFMA now concedes that executions and
market data are joint products. See Evans Report~ 21 (exchanges ''produce multiple
related products..); ,,~ 22-26 (exchanges act as ••multi-product platforms" and ·~multi
sided platforms'·).
8
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much of the evidence NYSE Area submitted was not previously before the SEC and was
specifically submitted to address questions raised in f.letCoalitionl, including evidence of
9

competitive constraints. For example, NYSE Area's data ··confirm[] that users of depth-of-book
data account for significant trading volume.'' demonstrating an ability to resist price increases for
data products, and that there was "an immediate and significant reduction in the number of
accounts with at least one subscription for ArcaBook after [NYSE Area] started charging for
ArcaBook." ArcaBook Filing (Ex. 1) at 14 & Exhibit 38.
In the ArcaBook Filing, NYSE Area also established that competition for order
flow constrains proprietary market data pricing because the more potential customers are
exposed to an exchange's data, the more likely those potential customers are to send orders to
that exchange. Conversely, if the data pricing dissuades potential customers ti·om looking at the
exchange's data, they are less likely to send orders to that exchange. /d. at 15-21. 

2.

Department Of Justice Statements Regarding Competition

The Antitrust Division of the U.S. Department of Justice has examined the market
for proprietary market data on two different occasions since the NetCoalition I decision, and both
times concluded that there is substantial competition for the sale of proprietary market data.
··After a thorough investigation" of approximately ten months in connection with a proposed
merger of exchange groups, the DOJ concluded that there was competition for real-time
9

SIFMA conflates the fees set for ArcaBook pursuant to the two rule filings with the rule
filillgs thenlse/ves. Although the fees for ArcaBook were the same in both filings, the
rule filings are significantly different. It was the later. more substantial record that the
Commission had before it when it chose not to suspend the ArcaBook Filing, which
could not have happened without the SEC implicitly determining that the filing was
consistent with the Exchange Act. See 15 U.S.C. § 78s(b)(3)(C).
9
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proprietary equity data products in the United States, and imposed conditions on the merger to
preserve that competition.

10

Separately. the DOJ blocked a hostile tender offer for NYSE

Euronext by Nasdaq's parent because it believed that the acquisition would have substantially
eliminated competition for. inter alia. the sale of proprietary data products. 11
3.

Hendershott-Nevo Report

NYSE Area has submitted the expert report of Profs. Terrence Hendershott and
Aviv Nevo. Prof. Hendershott is a Professor at the Haas School of Business at the University of
California. Berkley. has published numerous articles related to the impact of information
technology on financial markets, serves on the editorial boards of several leading operations
management and finance journals, and served as a visiting economist at the New York Stock
Exchange and as a member and chair of the NASDAQ Economic Advisory Board. HendershottNevo Report (Ex. 65) ~~ 1-5. Prof. Nevo is a Professor in the Department of Economics at
Northwestern University and a Professor of Marketing at Northwestern's Kellogg School of
Business. He previously served as Deputy Assistant Attorney General for Economic Analysis in
the Antitrust Division of the DOJ-the highest-ranking economics position in the Antitrust
Division. Prof. Nevo has written extensively on competition issues and been published in a
number of leading economic journals. /d.

~~

6-11.

The overriding conclusion of the Hendershott-Nevo Report is that '·competitive
forces discipline and constrain NYSE Area's pricing of ArcaBook, and in particular disciplined

10

See U.S. v. Deu/sche Borse AG and NYSE Euronext Complaint, Case No. I: 11-cv-02280
BAH (D. D.C., filed Dec. 22, 2011) (Ex. 8) ~~ I, 4, 20, 21, 24, 28, 31, 33; see also U.S. v.
Dewsche Borse AG and NYSE Euronext Competitive Impact Statement, Case No. 1:11
cv-02280-BAH (D. D.C.. filed Dec. 22. 2011) (Ex. 9) at 1-2, 6-8. 13.

II

See Department of Justice Release, Nasdaq OMX Group Inc. and

IntercontinentalExchange, Inc. Abandon Their Proposed Acquisition ofNYSE Euronext
After Justice Department Threatens Lawsuit (May 16. 2011) (Ex. 10).
10
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and constrained the fees that NYSE Area set \vhen ArcaBook first became a paid market data
product in January 2009:' /d. ~ 22. The Hendershott-Nevo Report establishes that'"( 1)
competition for order flow and (2) competition for depth-of-book data products both impose
significant competitive constraints on NYSE Area's pricing of ArcaBook." /d. These
conclusions are supported by. infer alia. the following facts:
•

A large number of exchanges and ATSs (such as dark pools) have entered the market
over the last decade. and these entrants have captured significant order flow share
from NYSE Euronext and Nasdaq. This implies that the marketplace is highly
competitive and that barriers to entry are low. /d. ~ 23.

•

Trading volume for individual stocks is not concentrated at particular exchanges, and
exchanges face significant competition for order flow from other exchanges and
trading platforms. Consequently. individual exchanges do not maintain an exclusive
hold on trading for a pa11icular security or depth-of-book data for it. /d.

•

After ArcaBook became fee-liable in 2009, trade volume on NYSE Area decreased
and the number of accounts taking Area Book decreased. This establishes that the
negative relationship between order flow and the price of depth-of-book data
disciplines and constrains the price of depth-of-book data. particularly since order
flow comprises a significant fraction ofNYSE Area's revenue. /d.

•

ArcaBook prices are not consistent with optimal. profit-maximizing prices for a
single-product firm selling only depth-of-book data. Consistent with the presence of
demand complementarity. ArcaBook subscriptions and NYSE Area trading volume
both declined in response to ArcaBook becoming fee-liable, and NYSE Area prices
ArcaBook in the inelastic region of the demand curve. This demonstrates that NYSE
Area sets Area Book prices to maximize joint profits from multiple exchange products
and services rather than profits fi·om ArcaBook alone. !d.

•

Many customers purchase one depth-ot:.book data product but not all depth-of-book
data products, and the speci fie products they purchase change over time. This implies
that depth-of-book products are indeed substitutes. that competition between these
substitutes disciplines pricing, and that all buyers do not need to purchase depth-of
book data products from all significant trading venues. !d.

The Hendershott-Nevo Report also concludes that examining whether a product is priced above
marginal cost is not appropriate because the relationship between price and marginal cost is not
1

an appropriate measure of the competitiveness of an industry . ~

12

Jd. Economic theory holds that price equals marginal cost in a theoretical textbook
model of perfect competition. But few markets meet the textbook model of perfect
II
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Evidence to be adduced at the hearing. including the opinions ofNYSE Area's
experts. the testimony ofNYSE Area's Head of Proprietary Market Data (James Brooks), and
documents will further corroborate the above evidence.
ARGUMENT

I.

STANDARD OF REVIEW

NYSE Area's '"rules must, among other things. "provide tor the equitable
allocation of reasonable dues, fees, and other charges among its members and issuers and other
persons using its facilities'; 'promote just and equitable principles of trade· and not "permit
unfair discrimination between customers, issuers, brokers, or dealers·~ and "not impose any
burden on competition not necessary or appropriate in furtherance of the purposes of the
Exchange Act.'' NetCoa/itionl, 615 F.3d at 528. And NYSE Arca·s distribution of non-core
data. such as the depth-of-book data at issue in this proceeding. ""has to be done on "fair and
reasonable' and "not unreasonably discriminatory' terms." !d. at 531.
In NetCoalition I, the D.C. Circuit approved the SEC's ··market-based approach''
for evaluating the pricing of ArcaBook. Pursuant to this approach. the ··SEC first asks whether
the exchange was subject to significant competitive forces in setting the terms of its proposal for
non-core data. including the level of any fees." ""Significant competitive forces'' can be
established by. among others, (I) an exchange's ""compelling need to attract order flow from
market participants" or (2) "the availability to market participants of alternatives to purchasing"

compet1t1on. In reality. competing products generally are differentiated and therefore not
perfect substitutes, and fixed costs are high and production exhibits economies of scale.
Under such real-world circumstances, firms cannot price at marginal cost. Hendershott
Nevo Report (Ex. 65) ~~ 93-95.
12
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depth-of-book data.

13

If significant competitive forces exist, the SEC would approve the

proposal unless it determined that there was ·•a substantial countervailing basis to find that the
terms violate the Exchange Act or SEC rules:' /d at 532. If the exchange was not subject to
significant competitive forces in setting prices for depth-of-book data, there must be a
~·substantial basis, other than competitive forces. in [the exchange's] proposed rule change

demonstrating that the terms of the proposal are equitable, fair, reasonable, and not unreasonably
discriminatory.~·~-~

The D.C. Circuit held that the SEC was 1101 required to assess proposed fees using
a cost-based approach.

15

To the contrary, the D.C. Circuit held that the SEC's "'market-based

approach to evaluating whether ... non-core data fees are "fair and reasonable' ... is a permissible
one." NetCoalition I, 615 F.3d at 535: see also NetCoalition II, 715 F.3d at 354. Although the
D.C. Circuit noted that cost may be relevant under some circumstances (id. at 537). it did not

13

/d. at 539: see also ArcaBook Approval Order (Ex. 46) at 48-49. In NetCoalilion I, the
D.C. Circuit made clear that, although the record before it did not support the SEC's
conclusion that NYSE Area was subject to significant competitive forces in pricing
Area Book (id. at 544). a developed record establishing a need to attract order flow or the
availability of alternatives would be sufficient to establish the existence of significant
competitive forces. See, e.g.. id. at 540 (the SEC's '"conclusion [regarding order flow
competition] is not objectionable in theory'').

14

/d. Even if Your Honor were to find that NYSE Area was not subject to significant
competitive forces in setting the terms of the ArcaBook Filing, the rule would still
comply with the Exchange Act because there is a "substantial basis, other than
competitive forces [for concluding] that the terms of the proposal are equitable, fair,
reasonable. and not unreasonably discriminatory." ArcaBook Approval Order (Ex. 46) at
49. The ArcaBook Filing benefits market participants by restraining prices, encouraging
investment and innovation in data products, enhancing the efficiency of the joint
platform. and promoting consumer welfare and transparency.

15

NetCoalition I. 615 F.3d at 535, 537. The D.C. Circuit found that " the SEC responded to
the congressional desire that it rely ·on competition. whenever possible, in meeting its
regulatory responsibilities for overseeing the SROs and the national market system."' /d.
at 535. The D.C. Circuit also noted that when Congress intended to require the SEC to
use a cost-based standard it said so explicitly, but did not do so here. /d. at 534, n. 11.
4
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mandate the submission of cost data where other evidence demonstrates that an SRO's fee is
""fair and reasonable" and ""not unreasonably discriminatory"' under the Exchange Act. 15 U.S.C.

§ 78k-l(c)(I){C)-(D). Indeed, as the record already established. requiring cost-based pricing
would stifle competition and innovation. entangling the industry in time-consuming. expensive,
and ultimately fruitless proceedings. See ArcaBook Filing (Ex. I) at 23-26. Exhibit 3D. As the
SEC found in the ArcaBook Approval Order. it is ·"virtually impossible to identify the costs
specifically associated with the production of market data versus other SRO functions." 16

II.

NYSE ARCA'S PRICING OF ARCABOOK IS SUBJECT TO SIGNIFICANT
COMPETITIVE FORCES
SIFMA 's challenge rests on a misreading of NetCoalition I. theoretical and

academic discussions unsupported by evidence, and arguments that defy how markets operate in
the real world. Contrary to SIFMA 's assertions. the pricing of A rca Book is subject to significant
competitive constraints.

A.

ArcaBook Competes In A Competitive Market
Since NetCoalirion I was decided, as noted above. the DOJ has twice examined

competition among exchanges and both times concluded that there is substantial competition for
the sale of proprietary market data. Thus. in examining a proposed merger between exchange
groups, the DOJ's Antitrust Division conducted an extensive investigation over the course of
approximately ten months to analyze how the proposed merger would affect any and all aspects
16

ArcaBook Approval Order (Ex. 46) at n. 97. For this reason, SIFMA's criticism that
NYSE Area did ""not include any evidence concerning the marginal cost of producing and
distributing depth-of-book data" (Evans Report~ 54) is misplaced. Evidence of cost is
not relevant to this proceeding because there is ample evidence of competitive
constraints. And were this not the case. and v.'ere this to become the ratemaking
proceeding SIFMA desires, then the Commission not only \vould have to identify costs. it
would also need to consider the assets needed to generate market data (to determine the
rate base) and establish an allowable rate of return on the rate base. turning each fee filing
into a multi-year litigation.
14
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of competition between the exchanges. As a result of its investigation, the DOJ concluded that
there was significant competition between exchanges for real-time proprietary equity data
products in the United States. As a result, DOJ imposed conditions on the proposed merger to
preserve that competition. Ex. 8 ~~ I, 4, 20, 21, 24, 28, 31, 33; Ex. 9 at 1-2. 6-8. 13.
The DOJ also blocked a hostile tender offer for NYSE Euronext by Nasdaq·s
parent, again after an extensive and thorough investigation of the likely effects the proposed
acquisition would have on competition between exchanges. The DOJ concluded that the
acquisition would have substantially eliminated competition for the sale of proprietary data
products, and blocked the acquisition. Ex. 10. The DOJ made clear that these conclusions
specifically applied to competition for proprietary market data products-not just competition
generally among the exchanges. Remarkably, SIFMA's experts do not even acknowledge the
DOrs conclusions. thus conceding the DOJ's explicit recognition of actual competition between
exchange groups (including NYSE, Nasdaq, and BATS) to sell proprietary market data. On their
own, these conclusions by the primary enforcer of federal antitrust law-about which SIFMA 's
experts say not a word-eliminate the need to consider other evidence regarding competition.
There is also substantial other evidence of the competitive constraints imposed on
the pricing of market data products. Market data and trade executions are joint products with
joint costs, and the undisputed competition between platforms constrains pricing for proprietary
market data products. SIFMA has notably abandoned the opposition to the joint platform theory
it pursued in NetCoalitionl, now conceding that depth-of-book data and trade execution services
are joint products. 17 Having made that concession, SIFMA now argues that rather than

17

Compare Reply Brief of Petitioners NetCoalition and SIFMA. NetCoalition I. (D.C. Cir.
Dec. 16. 2009) at 3 (depth of book data and order executions ··are sold separately and
often purchased by different customers") with Evans Report~ 21 (exchanges ·"produce
15
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constraining market data prices. platform competition increases market data prices because those
prices are used to subsidize lower prices for trade execution services. /d. ~~ 11-12. SIFMA 's
new position is equally without merit (and indeed its expert reports contain no citations to any
supporting evidence for this novel theory).
The record will establish that competitors have made significant inroads into the
incumbent exchanges' market share. New trading platforms have entered the market, traders
have taken their order flow to new platforms, and the incumbent exchanges have lost substantial
market share. See Hendershott-Nevo Report (Ex. 65) ~ 61, Exhibit 2. NYSE and Nasdaq's
combined share of trading volume has declined by approximately 35 points since 2007. Id

~50.

And as a result of regulatory and technical changes. today approximately a dozen exchanges
compete with a variety of alternative trading systems, such as dark pools, for trades in the same
securities. ld.

~50-51.

Exhibit 2. This vigorous platform competition disciplines exchanges'

depth-of-book data pricing by forcing exchanges to keep overall costs of trading low.
The Hendershott-Nevo Report not only quantifies competition between exchanges
by aggregate trading volume, but also performs an analysis at the level of individual stocks. /d.
~~

55-64. This evidence shows that the concentration of aggregate trading volume by exchange

owner is low, and trading for nearly all stocks is unconcentrated or moderately concentrated and
distributed across a variety of trading platforms. 18 In other words, competitive constraints among

multiple related products""):~~ 22-26 (exchanges act as "'multi-product platforms'' and
"multi-sided platforms'').
18

/d. Dr. Evans concedes that the Heriindahl-Hirschman Index C'HHI") used in the
Hendershott-Nevo Report is the ..standard measure of concentration." Evans Report~ 72.
He asserts. however. that the HHI analysis should exclude ··non-exchange trading venues.
for which depth-of-book data are generally not available." Evans Repo11 ~ 72, n. 83. But
Dr. Evans provides no evidence or explanation why non-exchange trading venues should
be excluded from HHI calculations of concentration in trading. Indeed, by excluding
these venues SIFMA conveniently excludes its own members (the Exchanges·
16
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trading platforms impact trading in essentially all stocks. /d. ~~ 56-62. This evidence
conclusively refutes SIFMA 's arguments that trading in a large portion of individual stocks is
concentrated at a single exchange, thereby requiring traders to buy all exchanges· depth-of-book
data. The Hendershott-Nevo analysis demonstrates that SIFMA ·s assertion is simply not true.
Mr. Donefer nonetheless contends that depth-of:.book data is critical to the 10% of
stocks that are concentrated on particular exchanges. Donefer Report~ 48. But the few stocks
that exhibit concentrated trading volume are generally small-cap and thinly traded stocks, and
together they make up less than 3% of average daily trading volume and market capitalization.
Hendershott-Nevo Report (Ex. 65) ~ 61 (c). Mr. Donefer·s analysis also ignores the fact that
96.7% of trades occur at or within the NBBO, meaning that depth-of-book data are directly:
implicated in only a small share of trades for any stocks and are irrelevant to the rest. 1

1)

SIFMA does not meaningfully address the Exchanges· evidence establishing that
the marketplace for proprietary market data is competitive or offer any of its own in opposition.
Instead, SIFMA tries to define the relevant market in a way that. by design. excludes any
possibility of competitive constraints. In SIFMA 's view. because each exchange ·"has exclusive
control over the only source of information on the liquidity available on its exchange below the

competitors) from the relevant market. Dr. Evans thus calculates a higher concentration
of trading volume by excluding from his analysis the competitors his client purports to
represent.

/d. ~ 29. SIFMA discounts the Hendershott-Nevo HHI analysis because trading volumes
were determined using monthly data. whereas orders are actually placed on a daily or
real-time basis. That is a meaningless criticism. SIFMA ignores the fact that depth-of
book data is sold through monthly subscriptions. Donefer Report~ 49. Profs.
Hendershott and Nevo analyze the data in the exact same way that depth-of-book data is
sold-by monthly subscription. Moreover, HHl analysis measures concentration in a
relevant market. Mr. Donefer's proposed (but not implemented) measurement method
suggests that he would define the market as A rca Book data at every speci tic point in time
during trading, but customers do not buy ArcaBook data that way. Thus. Mr. Donefer's
suggestion is contrary to standard antitrust analysis.
17
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top of book:~ the relevant market consists only of an individual exchange's product. Evans

Report~ 6.:w But it is always true that a firm is the exclusive provider of its own products. Thus.
Ford Motors is the only source of new Ford cars. but that does not mean that Fords do not face
competition fi·om General Motors. Chrysler, Honda, Toyota, and numerous other car brands. For
that reason. courts are skeptical oC and routinely reject, market definitions consisting ofjust one
supplier's products. See. e.g, Town Sound & Custom Tops, Inc. v. Chrysler Motors Corp .. 959
F.2d 468~ 480 (3d Cir. 1992). SIFMA 's attempt to demonstrate lack of competition by excluding
competitors from its analysis should be rejected because it lacks legal basis.
SIFMA ·s argument that each exchange's proprietary market data is ••unique'' does
not mean that those data products to not face competition. SIFMA's assertions to the contrary
rest on the theoretical ideal that all firms operate in a ''perfectly competitive" market, in which
no firm sells products that are in any way differentiated from its competitors' products. But that
theoretical •·perfectly competitive.. market does not exist-it is a textbook construct used to teach
basic concepts in introductory economics courses. In the real world, most firms have some
""market power.. over their own products. but this does not mean that they do not face significant
competitive constraints. See id.

~

94 and n. 117-21.

Mr. Donefer"s definition of the relevant market also erroneously excludes BATS.
but BATS provides depth-ot:.book data, meaning there is no reason to exclude it. He also

:!o

See also Evans Report~ 72. n. 83. Dr. Evans also faults the Exchanges for not providing
evidence of a ··diversion ratio.~· !d. ~ 54. That argument fails for several reasons. First,

it is unclear what Dr. Evans means, and Prof. Nevo will explain at the hearing why what
is sometimes called a ··diversion analysis" is not relevant here. Second, there is no reason
to speculate what market data customers might do with respect to switching between
market data products. because Profs. Hendershott. Nevo. and Ordover have examined
actual customer S\\'itching behavior and demonstrated that it is significant. Hendershott
Nevo Report (Ex. 65) ~~ 76-92; Ordover Report~~ 25-28. SIFMA has no response to
that evidence.
18
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excludes non-exchange venues like dark pools that are run by the Exchanges' competitorsmany of whom are SIFMA members-and that account for approximately 40% of trading
volume even though they do not offer depth-of-book data. Hendershott-Nevo Report, (Ex. 65) at
Exhibit 2. The mere fact that approximately 40o/o of trading occurs on such venues~ which do not
offer depth-of-book data at all, cuts against SIFMA 's claims that everyone needs all depth-of
book data all the time; the simple fact that unlit venues draw significant amounts of order flow is
inconsistent with that theory.
Finally, because the competitive constraints imposed by platform competition are
so powerful, '"profit margins'" on depth-ot:book data products cannot be used to assess '"market
. power."

21

"Profit margins'' reflect pricing above accounting costs, and provide a measurement

of accounting profits (not economic profits), which are not evidence of market power.
Accounting measures simply demonstrate whether a company is making a normal return such
that it is worthwhile to keep making and selling a product. But earning normal accounting
profits is good-if a company could not earn normal accounting profits it would not stay in
business, even in a competitive market. Hendershott-Nevo Report (Ex. 65) ~ 94. Thus, earning
normal accounting profits does not suggest that a market is not competitive. !d. Even Dr. Evans
concedes that exchanges are entitled to earn a ··competitive return .. on their depth-of-book data.
Evans

Report~~

35(a), 77.

Whether or not NYSE Area earns a profit selling ArcaBook. the existence of

21

In dicta, the D.C. Circuit suggested that pricing above marginal cost could be an
indication that a market is non-competitive. NetCoalition I, 615 F.3d at 537 ("We do not
mean to say that a cost analysis is irrelevant. On the contrary, in a competitive market,
the price of a product is supposed to approach its marginal cost."). However. the court
failed to take into consideration that depth-of-book data is a joint product. Even if the
court's statement had validity in a non-joint product scenario, it has none in the joint
products scenario which all parties· experts agree applies here.
19
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vigorous competition prevents NYSE Area from setting supracompetitive prices on ArcaBook
because another platform could meet NYSE Area's pricing on other dimensions and undercut its
ArcaBook prices. /d. ~ 55. Because the market is competitive. the Commission need not and
should not become a rate-maker just because SIFMA members would like to pay less for market
data to boost their own margins and enhance their positions as the Exchanges· direct competitors
(a fact that should give Your Honor pause in considering SIFMA 's arguments).
B.

Competition For Order Flow Disciplines Depth-of-Book Data Pricing
In NetCoalition I. SIFMA conceded that NYSE Area operates in a competitive

market for order flow and did not dispute the SEC's findings that (i) ··competition for order flow
..is fierce~~ among trading venues and (ii) ''no exchange can afford to take its [order flow] m&rket
share percentages for granted." NetCoalition /, 615. F.3d at 539. Nor is there any dispute about
the linkage between depth-of-book data and order flow; indeed, SIFMA reaffirms that linkage
here. Evans Repot1 ~56 ('"Depth-of-book data and order flow are

interdependent.~').

The sole

question posed by the D.C. Circuit was the directionality of this linkage.:!:! The D.C. Circuit
found insufficient evidence in the prior record to determine that order flow competition
constrains market data prices, but recognized that if the target audience for depth-of-book data is
responsible for enough trading compared to the non-target audience, then the availability of
depth-of-book data could affect trading revenue in a way that constrains pricing. NetCoalition I,
615 F.3d at 540-41 & n. 14. That is precisely what the record here shows:
•

The ArcaBook Filing demonstrates that competition for order flow constrains
ArcaBook pricing because the more that potential customers are exposed to an
exchange's data, the more likely those potential customers are to send orders to that

NetCoalition /, 615 F.3d 539 ("'The dispute centers on whether the connection [between
order flow and market data prices] works both ways: not only that increased order flow
makes market data more valuable but that more modestly priced market data drives
increased order flow ...).
20
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exchange. C on versely. if data pricing dissuades traders from looking at the
exchan ge's data. they are Jess likely to send orders to that exchange. See ArcaBook
Filing (Ex. I) at 15-21 . Dr. Evans agrees that mru·ket data pricing~ can be used to
drive order flow (Evans Report ~n! 25, 77), thus conceding the directionality that the
D. C. Circuit expressed uncertainty about in NetCoalition / .
•

Profs . Hendersho tt and NeYo provide further evidence that competition for order fl ow
constrains Area Book pricing.. \\1hen NYSE Area began charging for ArcaBook in
J
2009. NYSE .A rea 's sh:u:e o ftrad · volume relative to the rest ofthe mru·ket

IS cons istent w1
e msepara
connectiOn
een order fl ow and mm·ket data "pressmes exchanges not to take any
action with respect to m arket data that might jeopm·dize [their] position in the
competition for orde r fl ow ·· because to ·'do otherwise would jeopardize the
exchange 's own lifeline. " ArcaBook Approval Order (Ex. 46) at 89.

•

23

E lim.inating any poss ible doubt. SIFlvlA members themselves have aclmowledged this
precise lulkage be tw een order fl ow and proprietary market data p1icing, and have
expressly used the threat of di verting order fl ow from an exchange to influence depth
of-book data pricing. The Exc hanges · records include mm1erous unrebutted
examples o f SIFMA members switching, or threatening to switch , order flow in order
to constrain deptll-of-book prices and 1t downward
on the total costs of
Ordover Re
36-38.

Jd. ~ 70. SIH vlA does not mea ningfully address this evidence. Instead. SIFMA
discounts the Hendershott-Nevo an<~lysi s on the basis that orders are placed individually
but depth-of-book d<11a is sold tltro ug.h monthly subscriptions. D onefer R epo1i ~~ 48-49.
SIF:tvl.A 's speculative argument ignores that complem enta1y products need not be so ld on
the same bases (Hendersbott-N evo Report (Ex. 65) ~~ 7 1-75) a11d ignores its own
members' concessions i.u this regard. Mo reover. NYSE A.r ca ' s experts w ill demonstrate
at tTial that SIF:tvL'\ 's criticism is incon ect.
21
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•

C.

Finally. ArcaBook pricing is not optimized for a finn selling o nly depth-of-book data .
but rather is consistent with the conduct of a fin11 seeking to maximize joint profits
from a portfolio ofproducts.15 Hendershot1-Nevo Report (Ex . 65) ~~ 71 -75. The
ev idence show s that ArcaBook is priced in the inelastic regi on of tlle demand cmve; a
firm with market power would never do thi s-it wou ld rnise prices and thereby
increase profits because the increased revenues from higher p1ices would more than
offset any lost revenues from lost customers. Thus. the fact that NYSE Area prices
ArcaBook in the inelastic p01tion of the demand cmve shows that (i) .1\.J:caBook does
not have market power, and (ii) NYSE Area is pricing to l!y to maximize profits from
the overall sale of complementruy produc ts. Jd ,]~ 73-75. Indeed. depth-of-book data
accounts for less tllan 9% of total revenue. whereas trading fee s accouut for
approxima tely two-t hirds of reveuues. Thus. ifNYSE A rea prices ArcaBook too
high. tbe amount of revenue gained fi·om iucreasi.:ug the price A.rcaBook would uot
offset the revenue lost from order flow . This significantly cous trains A.rcaBook
pricing. /d. ~ 75. Ex. 1.

Trader Behavior And The Availability Of S ubstitutes Shows That ArcaBook
Pr·icing Is Constrained

NetCoalition I invited consider<~ lion of who uses dept h-of-book data. the
of tr<~di.:ng they acc01mt for, and how they respond to c b<~nges in pri cing for

thCll

NetCoalition I. 6 15 F.3d a t 54 1 n. 14, 542-44 . NYSE Area sul)luitted precise ly

<~motmt

data.
th<~t

evidence in

its mle filing. which shows tbat (i) some large t r<~clers on NYSE Arc<~ did not believe th<~t
A.rc<~Book

data was critica l, (ii) large

tr<~ders

who did buy A.rc<~ Boo k <~ccouut ed for significant

trading volume and have tbe ability to try to use that leverage to coustraiu proprie truy market
data pricing. and (iji ) users were seusiti ve to the pricing of A.rc<1Book. A.J·caBook Filing (Ex. I )
at 12-15. C ritically, SIFMA ha s not tried to rebut that evidence. The Hendersbo11-Nevo Report

Js

SIFMA concedes that market data and tr<~de executio n are j oint product s. See, e.g .,
Evaus Report ~~ 22-26 (exc hauges act as " multi-product platforms" and " multi-sided
platforms").
22
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provides additional evidence that the depth-of-book data products offered by other exchanges are
substitutes that constrain the priciJlg of ArcaBook. Hendersbott-Nevo Report (Ex. 65) ~~ 76-92.
In addition. the DOJ bas concluded that competing proprietaty market data products are
substihttes. !d. ~ 80: supra § IJ.A. Fina lly, the evidence will show achtal instances of large
traders us ing their leverage.
SIFMA essentially ignores this evidence and instead tries to redefine the standard
relied on by the D .C. Circuit allCI Commission to require that products be perfect substitutes to
be considered competitive constraints. Donefer Repo1t mJ 71-81. According to tvlr. Donefer.
there can never be a substitute for one exchange's dept.lt-of book data because each exchange' s
order book is necessarily unique at an y g iven time. Done fer Report~~ 71 , 72 . T he D.C. Circuit
has a!J·eady rejected I his idea. Ne!Coalilion I , 615 F .3d at 543 ("Depth-ofbook data from oth er

exchanges could be a11 alternative" if supp01ted by sufficient evidence) (emphasis added).
Thus, the issue before tbjs Tribunal is wlletber there are sufficienl(r interchangeable or
reasonable substihttes for AJcaBookfor enough ofils user base that their decisions could matter
to NYSE Area. not substihttes for every possible user tmder every possible condi tion.

Ne1Coali1ion I. 6 15 F .3 d at 542-43 . The evidence establishes that there are .

•

on. a
su
ribers
to ArcaBook or (ii) at some point stopped subscribing. to AJ-caBook.
Jd ~ 85. Funhennore. a comparison of OpenBook and ArcaBook cus tomer lists
shows a number of subscribers tha t (i) used either AJ·caBook or OpenBook but no t
both over an extended period . or (ii ) used both products but terminated their
A.rcaBook subscrip tion at the time of an ArcaBook price increase. lrl. ~ 86. Market
data subscribers can and do choose not to use all depth-of-book products at all times.
23
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and switch between deptb-of-book products (sometimes more than once) over tirne. 26
This could not happen if S!Fftl.-1. 's argum ents had any basis.
•

Empirical evidence direc tly co ntradicts STFMA 's assertions (Done fer Report , 77)
tbat competing depth-o f-book products cam10t be substitutes because the adequacy of
deptb-of-book data from a particulm exc hange varies by stock. Hendershott-Nevo
Report (Ex. 65) ,, 88-9 1. Depth-of-bo ok products offered by different exc hanges are
effective substitut es because the exchanges have a large overlap in the stocks they
trade-if a securi ty is traded o n one excba ug.e. the probability that it is also traded on
other exchanges is over 99~o. Jd. ~~ 88-90. 111 other words, during the trading day
there is onl y negligible trading \·olume th<ll is not covered by multiple exchanges. As
a result. individual exchanges caiUJO! maintain au exclusive hold on depth-of-book
data for a particular stock. and consequentl y the depth-of-book data product s supplied
by different exchanges act as s ubstit utes for market pa1t icipants seeking depth-of
book infonnation about a particular stock. ld ~ 9 1.

•

D.

The Value ArcaBook Provides To SIF\LA.
ArcaBook Prices Arc Reason:tble

~lcmbers

Demonstrates That

SIFMA members who buy Arc<1Book deri ve subst<1ntial re venues from it, which
indicates that the prices cbarged are not unreasonably high. Although SIFMA members assert
that the prices charged by N YSE A rea for Area Book are "outside a reasonable range of fees
under the [Exchange Act]," neit her SIFMA nor it s members have come fo rwa rd w ith any
evidence to support that argument- SIFl\ LA rel ies entirely on nin e conclus01y, self-serving and
virtua lly identica l declarations of SIFtvLA members in s upport o f SIFMA 's efforts to justify
26

Jd. , 87. Mr. Donefer's critic ism (a t ~ 78) that Profs. Hendershott <1 nd Nevo ignored
market participants who receive proprieta da ta from third
di stributors such as
and Reuters is mi laced .
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associational standing. SIFMA Member Declarations~ 9. But not a single SIFMA member has
produced evidence supporting their assertions that ArcaBook prices are unreasonably high. or
that any SIFMA member is unable to afford the fees for ArcaBook. That silence-in contempt
of a subpoena issued by this Tribunal-is deafening. 27
Also missing from SIFMA 's case is any acknowledgement that SIFMA members
resell depth-of-book data for a profit. For example, declarant Bloomberg L.P. ·•passes through"
the usage fees for depth-of-book data and charges an additional fee to its customers tor receiving
the data (which additional fees are not shared with the Exchanges). See Ordover Report~ 54.
As of June 2014, 4,586 of Bloomberg's professional clients received A rca Book data feeds that
had been redistributed to their Bloomberg terminals. See Clark Declaration~ 5. Bloomberg has
been reported to mark up NYSE market data by more than II %.::!s In addition. declarants Bank
of America, Bloomberg L.P., Citigroup Global Markets Inc .. Credit Suisse Securities (USA)
LLC. JP Morgan Chase & Co., Liquidnet, Inc., and Wells Fargo & Company each paid at least
$4000 or more per month for '"non-display" access to ArcaBook, which permits these subscribers
to engage in proprietary. for-profit activities, such as operating high frequency or algorithmic

SIFMA ·s position is also in direct conflict with the Commission's 2014 Procedures
Order. Compare 2014 Procedures Order at 14 ("an applicant cannot object to an SRO fee
simply because it believes that it is too high.") with SIFMA Member Declarations~ 8
(conclusorily asserting that SIFMA members "suffer[] pecuniary harm by having to pay
these fees"').

See Atradia Report at 18. Indeed, fees paid to market data vendors like Bloomberg and
Thompson Reuters have been reported to be between 65o/o and 80o/o of a market data
consumer's spending, as compared to just 8% to 15o/o for fees paid to exchanges. and one
report has estimated that Bloomberg and Thompson Reuters each had in excess of$4
billion in market data revenue in 2010. /d. at 21, 23. Similarly. JP Morgan Chase
subsidiary Neovest, Inc. distributes ArcaBook data externally and collects fees it does not
share with NYSE Area. Clark Declaration~ 5. What market data purchasers do with the
data they buy from the Exchanges is an important question SIFMA would rather not
address. And the reason is obvious-the vendors who buy this data from Exchanges
make far more than the Exchanges do. See Atradia Report at 23.
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trading models. dark pools. and ATSs. from which they earn substantial profits. The fact that
SIFMA members resell ArcaBook data for more than NYSE Area charges and earns profits from
their use of the data are powerful refutations of the argument that it is priced too high.
Moreover, SIFMA members compete with the Exchanges for order flow directly,
by internalizing orders and operating competing exchanges, dark pools, and ATSs. For example~
several owners of BATS are members of SIFMA and have submitted declarations in this
proceeding, including Bank of America Merrill Lynch, Citadel, Citigroup, Credit Suisse,
Deutsche Bank, Goldman Sachs. lnstinet. J.P.Morgan. KCG, Morgan Stanley and Wedbush. See
Ordover Report, II. Through their ownership of BATS, SIFMA members have been able to
enter the exchange business and compete with the Exchanges for trade execution services and
the sale of depth-of-book data. In addition, some SIFMA members (such as Goldman Sachs)
operate dark pools and ATSs that compete with the Exchanges for order flow. Accordingly,
SIFMA members earn substantial profits by using the exchanges' proprietary market data to run
directly competing venues-they use the Exchanges' own market data to compete with the
Exchanges for order flow itself: Of course SIFMA says nothing about this despite the fact that
the value derived ti·om market data is directly relevant to whether its price is reasonable. 29

III.

THERE IS NO SUBSTANTIAL COUNTERVAILING BASIS TO DETERMINE
THAT NYSE ARCA'S PRICING OF ARCABOOK VIOLATES THE EXCHANGE
ACT OR SEC RULES
SIFMA cannot meet its burden of establishing a Hsubstantial countervailing basis

to find that the terms [of the ArcaBook Filing] violate the Exchange Act or SEC rules."

29

See Clark Declaration (Ex. 5). ,, 3. 4. SIFMA and its members have stonewalled
discovery and have not produced even a single document in response to the Exchanges·
subpoena. SIFMA should thus be precluded fi·om disputing NYSE Area's conclusion
that SIFMA members profit substantially from their use of ArcaBook. SIFMA had the
chance to dispute that conclusion and waived it.
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NetCoalition I, 615 F.3d at 532. Its arguments have (i) already been rejected by the SEC and (ii)
amount to general pleas to public policy that have no place in a denial of access proceeding.

A.

The Vast Majority Of Investors Do Not Need Depth-of-Book Data
SIFMA 's argument is in large part based on the false premise that almost all

investors need depth-of-book data fi·om all exchanges. Mr. Donefer argues that depth-of-book
data are essential for institutional investors, broker-dealers. and short term traders, and that these
market participants

~~could

not be commercially competitive without [depth-of-book] products."

Donefer Report~~ 36, 60-61. He also argues that depth-of-book data are critical for many retail
investors, and goes so far as to suggest that retail investors ••need to subscribe to the depth-of
book data products from several major exchanges." Donefer

Report~

62 (emphasis added).

This argument is not supported by evidence, is contrary to actual trader behavior, and has already
been rejected by the SEC.
Mr. Donefer does not make any attempt to quantity how many market participants
find depth-of-book data essential or the trading volume of these participants (and he makes no
effort to dispute the evidence NYSE Area submitted on these issues). He also fails to quantify
the proportion of the market that subscribes to ArcaBook (or any depth-of-book data product)
and offers no explanation for why so many traders do not purchase any depth-of-book product.
Indeed, Mr. Donefer's own hypothetical example of an investor who needs depth-of-book data
(Donefer Report~ 43)--an investor submitting an intermarket sweep order (""ISO")--disproves
his theory. First, ISOs are '"typically used by institutional algorithmic investors, not retail
investors." ArcaBook Filing (Ex. I) at 13, n. 23. Second. even among this specialized, clearly
non-retail class of institutional algorithmic investors, one-third of the top 30 users of ISOs on
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NYSE Area did not subscribe to ArcaBook. 30 /d.
In contrast. actual trader behavior establishes that most market participants neither
need nor want depth-of-book data. Only a small number of market participants subscribed to
ArcaBook even when it was free. ArcaBook Filing (Ex. I) at NYSE_ARCA_000145 (less than
250 accounts had ArcaBook access prior to ArcaBook becoming fee liable). There are also a
number of investors who purchase only one of the Exchanges' products. Hendershott-Nevo
Report (Ex. 65)

~~

81-87. That most traders do not need depth-of-book data is underscored by

the fact that depth-of-book data is implicated in only a small percentage of trades. because 96.7%
of trades occur at or within the NBB0. 31 This evidence supports the

SEC~s

previous conclusions

that' "'depth.:of~book data is most accurately characterized as useful. but not necessary. tor
professional traders.. and that ArcaBook data is "both too narrow and too broad to meet the needs
of most retail investors:' ArcaBook Approval Order (Ex. 46) at 94, 107.
B.

Best Execution Practices Are Not Impacted By Market Data Pricing

Mr. Donefer argues that, because of best execution obligations,

·~it

is not an

option·· for broker-dealers, institutional investors, or short-term traders "'to move any significant
portion of their orders to a different exchange simply because they object to the price of an
exchange·s depth-of-book data products." Donefer Report~ 69. This argument fails because:
•

Best execution is a broker-dealer concept and has nothing to do with orders placed
directly by institutional investors or short-term traders.

•

Substantial evidence supports the SEC's conclusion that the use of depth-of-book

.liJ

Mr. Donefer baldly asserts that order imbalance data is essential to '"many major trading
participants:· Donefer Report~~ 55, 65. But the evidence will show that the only
investors who need or want order imbalance data are sophisticated institutional investors
operating highly specialized trading strategies.

.ll

/d. ~ 29. Mr. Donefer dismisses this figure, arguing that order size can be larger than
what is available upon execution. Donefer Report~ 63. But the study he relies upon was
thoroughly discredited by the SEC. See ArcaBook Approval Order (Ex. 46) at 77-97.
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data is not necessary to satisfy broker-dealers· best execution obligations. ArcaBook
Approval Order (Ex. 46) at 75-77.
•

Mr. Donefer neither acknowledges nor attempts to address the evidence put forward
by the Exchanges that (i) such shifting of order flow in fact happens, (ii) traders have
threatened to move order flow despite best-execution obligations, and (iii) they have
followed through on such threats.

Mr. Donefer's speculation simply cannot be squared with the real world evidence.

C.

SIFMA's Arguments Are Contrary To Public Policy
Despite fashioning its rule challenge as a ""denial of access" proceeding, SIFMA

does not argue that depth-of-book data products are too expensive for investors to purchase.
SIFMA has abandoned the notion that the prices for depth-of-book data are so high that some
entities are completely unable to purchase the data. as no one made such an assertion and SIFMA
provided no evidence to support such a claim. Thus SIFMA no longer contends that anyone has
been "denied" access by the tees for ArcaBook.
Dr. Evans asserts that by making depth-of-book data more widely available, "the
public benefits from more efficient and transparent financial markets." Evans Report~ 17.
Aside from the fact that Dr. Evans does not explain how wider dissemination of data that is only
relevant to 3.3% of transactions would do that. the result of adopting SIFMA's argument would
be the opposite. Dr. Evans asserts that the Exchanges price depth-of-book data products high to
enable them to charge low transaction execution prices, but increasing trading costs to subsidize
cheaper depth-of-book data would harm 96.7% of transactions to benefit the 3.3% that use depth
of book data. Assuming Dr. Evans' theory for the sake of argument only, with higher trading
costs, order flow on the Exchanges would likely decrease and be redirected to ATSs and dark
pools (again, run by SIFMA members), an outcome SIFMA recognizes is likely because
"[d]epth-of-book data and order flow are interdependent.'' Evans Report~ 56. Not only would
markets become less competitive and less efficient, trading would become more concentrated on
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unlit venues, reducing transparency. This is not the forum to pursue such a radical restructuring
of the securities regulation regime. 32
Finally, the heart of SIFMA 's case is that the Exchanges· proprietary market data
is so important that it should be priced at a level that would enable every investor to obtain every
exchange's data. See Evans

Report~

79. In other words. that the Commission should essentially

mandate a consolidated depth-of-book product. But the Exchanges are free to sell or not sell
whatever proprietary data products they wish (NetCoalition I, 615 F.3d at 530. n. 6: 2014
Procedures Order at 14) and SIFMA's argument is also contrary to Regulation NMS"s goal of
letting market forces determine data products and fees. See ArcaBook Approval Order (Ex. 46)
at 45. The SIFMA Application is thus a legislative proposal dressed up as a denial of access·
petition and should be rejected as such.
CONCLUSION

For all the foregoing reasons, and on the basis of the evidence that will be
presented at the hearing, NYSE Area respectfully submits that the SIFMA Application should be
dismissed.

Accepting Dr. Evans' argument that order flow competition tends to reduce the
dissemination of depth-of-book data (Evans Report~ 55) would require this Tribunal to
completely disregard all evidence concerning the dissemination of market data in the real
world. because that evidence shows that depth-of-book data is already being distributed
to nearly the widest possible group of investors who want it. As shown in the Area Book
Filing. for example, few customers subscribed to Area Book even when it was fi·ee. See
ArcaBook Filing (Ex. I) at NYSE_ARCA_OOOI45.
30
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